FLUID AGILITY

ACCELERATE YOUR SPEED TO MARKET WITH ACCENTURE’S LIQUID STUDIO, A STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION HUB.

Gain insight and skills from immersive workshops and hands-on experience. Experiment with disruptive technologies. Rapidly solve challenges and turn concepts into applications. Enter the digital flow with Accenture to future-proof your business.

LEADING IN THE NEW
In the second quarter of 2017, South Africa posted a 2.5 percent growth in GDP. It’s welcome news, but a long way from the 6 percent needed to begin to solve the country’s challenges. To improve productivity and competitiveness, an innovation-led economy needs to be fostered. This year’s Accenture Innovation Index results show only a moderate increase in innovation capability. We need to do better and we can! Our Innovation Leaders from this year’s Innovation Index finalists show the way.

Digital innovation is reshaping industries by disrupting traditional business and operating models. But it is also having a profound impact on society, presenting both challenges and opportunities for businesses and policy-makers on the African continent. Innovation Leaders know this and their approach is seeing them achieve almost double the innovation ROI of the rest of the market.

Our findings indicate that the majority of companies, driven by political and economic uncertainty, are spending conservatively on innovation and are focused on defending their positions. Innovation Leaders, in contrast, recognise the economic value that innovation, driven by digital, can bring to their companies. Their response is to invest more across their innovation portfolio, from digitisation to improving products and driving radical innovation. They drive innovation across their organisation and engage strongly with their customers. They are also leveraging new trends and business models.

Innovation Index finalists are making use of not just new technologies, but new platforms and partnerships to stake their claim in an emerging platform economy (our Innovation Index theme for 2017), creating new value for customers and stakeholders. Understanding this dynamic will not only be vital to the future competitiveness of companies across industries, but also to drive innovation and economic growth across South Africa.

For South Africa, the immense potential that the digital revolution offers will, however, not be realised overnight—it requires focused effort and ongoing collaboration between businesses, industry and government. At Accenture, we are applying this approach now.

As part of our accelerated investment in innovation in Africa, we have launched our Liquid Studio in Johannesburg. The Studio gives public and private sector clients an opportunity to work side-by-side with highly skilled Accenture professionals to turn ideas into innovative solutions with wider economic and social impact, faster.

This is the first of several such initiatives we will launch in Africa based on our innovation-led approach and Accenture Innovation Architecture – our research, ventures, labs, innovation and delivery centers designed to help businesses and governments in Africa to re-imagine the future and bring it to life.

I hope that the ideas and insights presented in this innovation supplement, which explores the views and attitudes of entrepreneurs and large companies with regards to collaboration and innovation, will serve as a guide for government members, policy-makers, industry leaders and key opinion leaders seeking to establish a true culture of innovation and entrepreneurship in South Africa and on the African continent.

Regards,

William Mzimba, Chief Executive of Accenture South Africa and Chairman of Accenture Africa
IGNITE INGENUITY
Accenture’s Innovation Index 2017 shows only marginal growth in innovation among South African companies. If South Africa hopes to continue to compete in the 21st century, the pace at which the nation is innovating needs to accelerate.

COMPANIES ARE STRUGGLING TO SEAMLESSLY TRANSLATE THEIR INNOVATION STRATEGY TO WELL EXECUTED INNOVATIONS THAT REALISE MAXIMUM BENEFITS.

- **UP 2 INDEX POINTS TO 52pts IN 2017**
- **90% of Innovation Leaders have instilled an innovation culture – innovation is seen as an important part of employees day-to-day jobs (vs. 67% for the rest).**
- **80% of Innovation Leaders have digital platforms in place for employees to interact and share ideas. 65% of innovation leaders cite open innovation as key to idea generation.**
- **80% of Innovation Leaders are more adept at taking 12 months or less from initial prototype development to full commercialisation of an innovation.**
- **85% of Innovation Leaders are stepping up a gear and very much focused on disruptive innovations.**
- **73% of Innovation Leaders implement performance indicators that encompass several key workflows and business processes critical to the success of innovative development (vs. 38% for the rest).**

CONSTITUENTS OF THE INDEX IN 2017

- **27% Innovation Leaders**
- **73% Rest of the Market**

UP 2 INDEX POINTS TO 52pts in 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Ideation</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Benefits &amp; Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>83pts</strong></td>
<td><strong>44pts</strong></td>
<td><strong>53pts</strong></td>
<td><strong>59pts</strong></td>
<td><strong>37pts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>80%</strong></td>
<td><strong>36%</strong></td>
<td><strong>44%</strong></td>
<td><strong>50%</strong></td>
<td><strong>25%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>93%</strong></td>
<td><strong>67%</strong></td>
<td><strong>77%</strong></td>
<td><strong>82%</strong></td>
<td><strong>65%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall Index Score | Rest of the Market | Innovation Leaders
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AFTER two consecutive quarters of decline, South Africa’s economy bounced back to life in the second quarter of 2017, posting a 2.5 percent growth in GDP. This has been welcome news, however the economic drought witnessed as a result of a stubborn GDP hovering around one percent over recent years is not over.

The current growth is not sufficient for South Africa to sort out the structural issues it faces. The unemployment rate is high at around 26 percent, investor confidence is low on the back of rating downgrades which have dented business and consumer confidence, and there is a lot of uncertainty with regards to the policy environment. Further, the population is growing around 1.6 percent, outpacing economic growth and making it more difficult for South Africa to alleviate the economic trials it faces. This is forcing many organisations to move into a defensive mode, holding off on strategic investments. In short, economic activity of the country is just not good enough and far lower than the required rates of around 6 percent cited by economists to solve the country’s challenges.

**How can South Africa do better?**

Improving productivity and competitiveness are key measures that have to be stimulated to project the nation back onto a strong growth path. The best way to do this is to foster and drive an innovation-led economy.

Advanced digital technologies can spur economic growth in much the same way as the discovery of electricity or the technology revolution have. Cost-effective technology advancements powered by artificial intelligence will make achieving scale and efficiency easier. For any country, the future health of its economy rests on its innovations – the ability to ideate and deliver solutions powered by the ‘new’ to the market – that will be a key competitive differentiator for businesses and economies.

**Sifting through this year’s Innovation Index results** we have seen a moderate continued upward trend, with scores increasing by just two points from 2016 to reach 52 points in 2017, and by six points over the last three years (Figure 1). This growth is, however, not advancing at the pace required to translate into stable economic growth.

![Figure 1: South Africa Innovation Index Scores (2015 – 2017)](image)
We found that as companies mature their innovation capability, their focus shifts from just developing ideas towards other aspects of a more comprehensive innovation value chain. Early innovation initiatives focused almost exclusively on brainstorming and ideation. This has recently been augmented with a concerted effort to ensure that relevant ideas are well executed.

Interestingly, “absorption” emerged as a key stage between “ideas” and “execution”. Idea absorption indicates a company’s ability to successfully filter, prioritise and align around good ideas. This stage is a crucial linking stage between two very different innovation skills: the creative ideation space and the clinical execution space. The prevailing logic was that innovation was linear and that ideas magically moved from fuzzy concept to sharply implemented. Having a low absorption rate limits businesses’ ability to successfully execute and severely retards innovation efforts over the long term.

Top line results from our analysis suggest that South African companies at large are taking a defensive stance – innovation is taking a back seat as companies grapple with economic uncertainties. In fact, South African companies are not even spending their allocated budget on innovation: on average, companies are putting aside 45 percent of their annual revenue for the development of innovations, yet actual spending is cautious and conservative at 36 percent.

The Innovation Value Chain – Executing on the Strategy

Turning to the innovation value chain model, we measured innovation maturity across five stages – Innovation Strategy, Ideation, Absorption, Execution and Benefits & Impact (Figure 2).

Scores clearly show that companies are aware of the need to innovate: they score high at the strategy stage (83 points) which entails creating the plans and vision set to innovate. However, they score lower on all other aspects, from ideation (44 points) to absorption, at 53 points, execution at 59 points and, finally, achieving the desired benefits at 37 points (Figure 3).

In a rapidly digitising business environment where new players are disrupting traditional revenue streams across all industry sectors, it is now more important than ever for companies to be stepping up their innovation game. The key is to establish the most effective way to do so in these challenging times. The good news, however, is that pockets of excellence do exist. There is a clear distinction between Innovation Leaders, those companies that are successfully managing to execute across the various stages of the innovation value chain scoring 65 points and above on the Index (27 percent of the total sample), and the rest of the market – i.e., those that are struggling to move beyond their innovation strategy and not achieving their true potential in terms of innovation.
Companies are struggling to seamlessly translate their innovation strategy to well executed innovations that realise maximum benefits. Our findings point to several areas creating this anomaly—from weak innovative cultures and poor organisational processes that do not fully support the innovation vision of organisations, to inadequate information dissemination and collaboration, and narrowly focused innovation policies. Innovation Leaders, on the other hand, have scored significantly higher across the value chain than the rest of the market. This sets a benchmark for corporate South Africa. These leaders are comfortable with uncertainty and failure, and are aggressively progressing their innovation agenda in the face of challenging macro circumstances. To help South African companies close the gap, we looked at how the organisations we rated as Innovation Leaders are achieving success.
Innovation is often mistakenly considered a specialised area within the CEO’s office or the R&D unit when, in fact, it is the responsibility of every leader. No matter how committed, a CEO cannot create an innovation culture in an organisation on his or her own – the entire top team has to be on board. As innovation leaders, these individuals do not all have to be the most creative masterminds. They do, however, need to be highly effective at drawing out the skills of others to build an innovation culture.

An innovative culture is an important theme for organisations to understand. It is vital to institutionalise and formalise a structured innovative capability to fuel growth. Ninety percent of Innovation Leaders have instilled a culture in their organisation that not only encourages employees to be innovative but also see innovation as an important part of their day-to-day job (versus 67 percent of the rest).

Companies cannot build a culture of innovation without cultivating people to be innovative. When it comes to skills, only 56 percent of all organisations recruit new people with specific skill sets to support innovation-related activities in their organisation, versus 100 percent of Innovation Leaders. Forty-one percent of organisations say they lack the skills to ideate or implement on innovation; only 15 percent of Leaders face this challenge.

Companies cannot build a culture of innovation without cultivating people to be innovative. When it comes to skills, only 56 percent of all organisations recruit new people with specific skill sets to support innovation-related activities in their organisation, versus 100 percent of Innovation Leaders. Forty-one percent of organisations say they lack the skills to ideate or implement on innovation; only 15 percent of Leaders face this challenge.

The explosion of data and, importantly, analytical solutions to help make sense of the data, has significantly improved how businesses inform their innovation agenda. It enables them to approach opportunities, risks, partners, and customers differently, providing the structure and foresight they lacked previously. Innovation Leaders see the full potential of business intelligence and analytics to drive innovation and inform their strategic direction. This is evidenced by a significant 80 percent response rate (versus 35 percent for the rest). They complement traditional data gathering methods with the use of digital platforms. For example, tapping into big data and social media channels helps companies to stay in touch with market perceptions and what competitors are doing, generate ideas and, more importantly, react.
Executives confirmed that the long-term success of their organisation depends on their ability to generate and develop new ideas, yet South Africa is behind the curve in this key area of corporate development. They score, on average, only 44 points in this dimension of the value chain.

Collaboration is Essential

What sets the Innovation Leaders apart at this stage is their ability to collaborate within and outside the organisation. This has emerged as a key theme in improving ideation within organisations. It is supported and driven by strong adoption of digital platforms and technologies which facilitate collaboration and break down silos. Popular among Innovation Leaders is the recognition that having a dedicated innovation department centralises and encourages collaborative innovation.

The contrast between Leaders and the rest of organisations in terms of collaboration and interaction across teams is stark:

- 44 percent of organisations encourage or make use of cross-teaming and collaboration between different stakeholders versus 85 percent of Innovation Leaders.
- 37 percent of organisations have digital platforms for employees to interact and share ideas versus 80 percent of Leaders (Figure 4).
- 33 percent of organisations say employees have the opportunity to work and collaborate with different business units versus 85 percent of Leaders.
- Innovation Leaders operate with an open innovation mindset and are receptive to ideas from different disciplines – 65 percent of Leaders actively encourage innovative ideas from outside the organisation as an important source of competitive advantage versus 37 percent of the rest.

### FIGURE 4

WHAT DOES YOUR ORGANISATION HAVE IN PLACE TO ENCOURAGE EMPLOYEES TO COME UP WITH INNOVATIVE IDEAS AND PURSUE INNOVATION RELATED ACTIVITIES?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employees are able to use digital platforms to interact and share</th>
<th>Innovation Leaders</th>
<th>Rest of the Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 65 percent of Leaders actively encourage innovative ideas from outside the organisation as an important source of competitive advantage versus 37 percent of the rest | |
|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---|---|
|                                                               | Innovation Leaders | Rest of the Market |
|                                                               | 65%               | 37%                |
Absorption is the ability to immerse the organisation in innovation and includes successfully channelling the most promising ideas to execution. Innovation Leaders outscore the rest of the market by over 25 points at this stage of innovation.

**Ideas are the Currency – Speed is the Premium**

In today’s highly competitive markets, innovation is an area of competitive advantage. Ideas are the new currency, which means that we need to leverage our talent pool and collective genius.

While it’s easy to copy a new product these days, it is still incredibly difficult to copy an innovative culture. Rather than cherry pick a few good ideas from a few employees, companies need to invest in laying a solid foundation for a high performing innovation culture. This will ensure a steady flow of ideas from an engaged workforce. But having good ideas is not good enough – companies need to implement quickly in order to maintain their competitive advantage.

The old rules of the game were to play it safe. Nowadays, playing it safe is risky. There are obvious risks to moving quickly, but the upsides far outweigh the potential downsides. A fundamental leadership and management paradigm shift is required to rotate to this new model…but it’s worth it.

Leaders are very focused on deploying lean innovation that is fast, iterative, agile and internally inclusive to get innovation into the market or into play within the organisation faster. This makes them more adept at taking 12 months or less from initial prototype development to full commercialisation of an innovative product or service (80 percent versus 67 percent of the rest of South African companies). They are able to implement both employee and customer feedback systems and analytics to ensure that the ideas that make their way to execution are the most successful ones (90 percent versus 35 percent).

The results of this year’s Innovation Index are testament to how Leaders are generating better ideas and implementing these ideas at a pace that is the envy of their competitors. The evidence is the Leaders’ ROI – it is almost double the score of the rest of the market.

**Consistent Integration of Innovation**

Within many organisations there is a lot of innovation happening. However, this innovation is often very specific to certain areas of the business and may be misaligned to the innovation vision and growth objectives of the company at a corporate level. This clouds absorption. As a result, companies often struggle to prioritise innovations to move to execution. A consistent approach of integrating and measuring all innovations to align them to a common vision is therefore key as it will ensure seamless follow through of innovations beyond the absorption stage.

To facilitate this, a dedicated innovation department is critical. It will drive collaboration across the organisation as well as provide an influx of useful knowledge, which is important to further develop ideas that provide competitive advantage. These departments need to be equipped with the tools, skills and ability to pinpoint and manage risks inherent in innovation. They also need to be agile and disciplined – they need to, for example, be able to prioritise projects well and reprioritise when circumstances change.
Looking at the innovation investment portfolio mix of South African companies across four key innovation categories, it was no surprise to see innovations focused on business improvements top the list with 68 percent of companies doing it as they look to drive efficiencies to fuel growth and navigate current economic challenges (Figure 5). Innovation Leaders have placed a strong emphasis on reducing the need for more capital expenditure on legacy systems that have been long running in the marketplace (62 percent versus 18 percent for the rest of South Africa).

This is encouraging to see because the idea of innovation has predominantly been associated with new product development. When innovation is at the center of a company’s way of doing things, it finds ways to innovate not just in products, but also in services, processes, people, functions and business models.

Organisations are focusing on significantly improving existing products, adding new products to their portfolio and delivering a positive end-to-end customer experience.

Thus, to drive innovation in the rapidly digitising era we live in, Innovation Leaders are very focused on market disruptive innovations (cited by 85 percent of respondents). This will position them well to achieve significant competitive advantage.
It is difficult for organisations to measure innovation and it’s hard to pin down the future value of an idea that exists only as a concept. Nevertheless, Innovation Leaders find ways of measuring innovation performance across various stages of the value chain. These include accounting for inputs such as leadership and employee time, skill levels, ideas generated and the absorption of those ideas – from concept to prototype – and measuring the number of innovations that reach the market in a given period and the ROI achieved.

Our peer group of Leaders apply rigorous and thorough accounting measures, from operating margins to cashflows, to ensure they have a good grip on the financial health of their innovations – 73 percent say they implement performance indicators that encompasses several key workflows and business processes critical to the success of innovative development, versus 38 percent of the rest (Figure 6).

Leaders continuously monitor, evaluate and look for improvements by evaluating the changes over time in the ratio of innovation outputs to inputs, the mix of different types of innovation investments and their related risks. They also evaluate customer and process dimensions by engaging with customers for feedback as a means to measure and improve – 90 percent of Innovation Leaders say they engage with their customers to get direct feedback through online and offline channels, versus 43 percent of the rest of South African companies (Figure 7).

For South African companies the most important Innovation Index insight for 2017 has to be: following through by implementing your innovation strategy.

Innovation creates a foundation for growth and business sustainability in a digital era, so getting the right people, business, technology and innovation structures in place is vital. To gear up for 2018 and beyond, take note of how Innovation Leaders in 2017 enable, measure and drive success:

- They have built strong innovation engines by investing more in innovation skills and culture.
- Are 100 percent focused on a balanced portfolio mix of lean, rapid and disruptive innovation informed and powered by data insights.
- Encourage open innovation, measure impact, and leverage digital technologies and tools extremely well to drive collaboration, ideation, focused absorption and execution.
SEIZE THE NOW

UNLEASH THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY

Technology is empowering people with new tools that enable us to do our jobs better. Robots and AI will work side by side with us, reshaping our world and everyone in it. Business is on the brink of the greatest and most exciting transformation ever. With skilled people and the right systems, anything is possible.

SEIZE THE NOW. UNLEASH THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY.
We are in the midst of a major technology revolution. Digital now dominates every sector of the economy — it is reshaping industries, disrupting businesses and introducing new operating models. It is also opening up new opportunities to create jobs and boost economic growth. Businesses that are not ready for this revolution will struggle in the next seven years and beyond.

In January 2012, Eastman Kodak Co. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. This marked the end of an era for one of the world’s greatest innovators, a company that played an important part in the lives of millions of people for more than 130 years through the famous “Kodak moment”. The change came swiftly. In a span of just seven years from 2005 to 2012 the company lost half its revenue as new digital technology wiped out its lucrative film business.

Kodak’s experience is not all that uncommon. Many businesses today are reluctant to take bold steps in the face of innovation, new trends or challenges. Soon, these businesses will be vulnerable to more forward-thinking and innovative competitors.

Digital is the new imperative and organisations who haven’t
already made the shift have no time to lose. They must take hold of the opportunity to innovate today to ensure that they survive tomorrow. Those who “Seize the Now” and embrace innovation are most likely to ride the wave of digital disruption. They may even have the opportunity to lead in their industries.

Tomorrow’s winners are those businesses that constantly look for new ways to fuel growth, that welcome the agility that cloud technologies bring, that embrace intelligent-enterprise capabilities, and strive to understand and deliver on customer expectations.

**Fuel for Growth**

Digital is driving convergence across a number of industries, enabling new competitors to enter, and forcing companies to redefine how they compete. At the same time, there is added pressure from active investors in various industries who have a higher expectation for profitability. Speed is the new normal and companies are determined to survive this perpetual state of uncertainty by becoming lean and agile enough to focus on aggressive, sustainable growth. The task may be great and the stakes high, but the path forward is clear: to grow, companies must proactively identify activities that drive value, take out costs that are not contributing to business goals and reinvest those savings into growth.

**Journey to Cloud**

Cloud is not the future. It’s already here, and more businesses are finding that the sooner they adopt cloud technology, the better positioned they will be to compete in an increasingly brisk, aggressive marketplace. Companies that want to achieve the type of agility they need to succeed in today’s business climate, migrate to cloud while embracing a robust ecosystem of cloud solutions. And they’re teaming with Accenture to make the journey a safe, affordable and profitable one.

**Intelligent Enterprise**

The next level of operational excellence will emerge from the latest gains in software intelligence. Business and technology leaders must now view software intelligence not as a pilot or a once-off project, but as an across-the-board functionality – one that will drive new levels of evolution and discovery, propelling innovation throughout the enterprise. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the many great examples.

**Intelligent Customer Life Cycle Management**

New research commissioned by Accenture Interactive in partnership with Forrester Consulting finds that most brands are falling short and customer expectations are outpacing experiences. Only seven percent of brands are exceeding customer expectations and, even worse, 25 percent don’t meet customer expectations at all. Customers’ expectations are forged by their experiences of leading brands across industries. They are brand and quality conscious, they seek out the latest trends but watch their budget, and look out for personalised as well as unique shopping experience. However, many companies are still failing to deliver on these expectations.

Businesses that are not ready for innovation – driven by digital disruption – will lose customers who are prepared for this modernisation; and companies that meet their needs first will gain a competitive advantage difficult for rivals to overcome.

A business that recognises the power of now does not hesitate to innovate, take new technology on board and stay ahead of the competition. It is always primed and ready to leap ahead, leaving opponents in its wake. It is time to choose your digital partner wisely. A partner that can deliver a sustainable business outcome. Choose Accenture and Seize the Now.
Accenture Innovation Index 2017 Finalists

**CATEGORY:**

**OVERALL INNOVATION MASTERS (TURNOVER IN EXCESS OF R35M)**

- Integreatme
- FNB
- Purple Group

**OVERALL INNOVATION MASTERS (TURNOVER LESS THAN R35M)**

**LARGE ENTERPRISES**

- FNB
- FNB
- Integreatme

**MEDIUM ENTERPRISES**

- MWC Project Control Services
- SSG Consulting
- Communex Technologies
- CrashDetect

**SMALL ENTERPRISES**

- HearX Group
- HearX Group
- HearX Group
- CRM

**EMERGING ENTERPRISES**

- Colony
- ThisIsMe
- Solar Turtle

**PARTNERS:**

- The Da Vinci Institute
- Transunion

* Entered with two separate innovation concepts
This year numerous incredible companies registered to participate in the Accenture Innovation Index Awards and it has been an amazing journey. We were presented with cutting-edge concepts thought out by driven individuals and teams. We narrowed down the participants to three finalists per category. From this esteemed group of innovators, we are thrilled to congratulate this year’s Accenture Innovation Index winners.
Research Methodology

The Accenture Innovation Index annually measures, recognises and rewards innovations and systems of innovation within organisations, both large and small, across various industries in South Africa. From March 2017 to May 2017, the Innovation Index surveyed more than 70 companies through an online link sent to individual respondents. A scoring system, devised with Accenture and the Da Vinci Institute, scored respondents across measures of the innovation value chain:

**Strategy:** An innovation strategy is a plan to grow market share or profits through product and service innovation. When it comes to creating the most promising solution, an innovation strategy must also indicate whether a product improvement, or a disruptive or breakthrough innovation approach is best.

**Ideation:** Ideation is the internal process which organizations have in place to develop ideas to support innovation, both internally and for customers. This includes ideas for innovation to come from both internal and external sources to support the company’s innovation agenda.

**Absorption:** Idea absorption indicates a company’s ability to successfully filter, prioritise and align around good ideas. This stage is a crucial linking stage between two very different innovation skills: the creative ideation space and the clinical execution space.

**Execution:** In the innovation execution stage, organisations methodically plan and execute on their innovative ideas, to create products and services that will differentiate them in the market. Execution is all about delivery, and most organisations will struggle to execute on their innovation ideas as they deal with several challenges that will arise in this stage of the innovation process.

**Impact and Benefits:** Measuring the impact innovations have on the market is crucial for organisations to see where successes are realised or whether improvements need to be made. Having measures in place to track and analyse an innovation should form part of the innovation strategy. Benefits are realized in the form of returns, internal and external feedback and diagnostics to measure the success of the innovation in both the market and the company itself.

www.accentureinnovation.co.za
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IMAGINE THE NEXT EXPERIENCE

Accenture Interactive helps our clients create the best customer experiences on the planet, across the entire customer journey. Through our connected offerings in design, marketing, content and commerce, we create entirely new ways to win. accenture.com/interactive

NEW APPLIED NOW